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Methodology 
 

Period of Review 
 

1) Deloitte’s review and analysis of the materials and information obtained was for the 
period January 1, 2000 to October 31, 2020 inclusive unless otherwise noted. This time 
frame was established by the Commissioner (the “Period of Review”).  

Approach 
 
Foreign Organizations 

2) Deloitte’s starting point was concentrated on the materials provided by Ms. Vivian 
Krause (“Krause”) (the “Krause Materials”) to the Inquiry and the materials 
obtained by the Inquiry and provided to Deloitte (the “Other Sourced Materials”) 
which are set out in Appendix “A” to the Report.  It is Deloitte’s understanding that 
Krause traced foreign organization (“Foundation”) grants through open source or 
publicly available information related to Canadian-based environmental initiatives. The 
period over which Krause traced such grants is from approximately 2000 to 2019 or 
the most recent publicly available information. As the Krause Materials contained 
information and documentation in connection with Numerous Canadian based 
environmental initiatives, it was necessary for Deloitte to review all the Krause 
Materials in order to attempt to identify Alberta Resource Development Opposition 
supported by foreign funding.  

 
3) Pursuant to the Terms of Reference (“ToR”), Deloitte commenced its review of the 

Krause Materials to assess their reliability. Deloitte traced the Krause Materials in 
respect of the Foundations to open source publicly available information: i) Internal 
Revenue Service (“IRS”) filed 990 tax returns; ii) available grant lists published by 
the Foundations on their websites; iii) annual reports published by the Foundations; 
iv) Foundation Directory Online (“FDO”) website published by Candid (formerly known 
as Foundation Center and GuideStar); and v) other information available on the 
Foundations respective websites.   
 

4) FDO is a foundation and charitable organization monitoring site. It maintains detailed 
data and statistics of grant information compiled from filed 990 and 990-PF IRS tax 
forms, grant maker websites, annual reports, printed application guidelines, the 
philanthropic press, and various other sources of information related to foundations 
and charitable organizations 1 . FDO provides various caveats, restrictions and 
limitations with respect to its database which are noted at Appendix “B.1”. 
 

5) FDO searches were conducted by Deloitte on the Foundations included in this Report 
using the following search criteria: 

 
i. The Foundations identified by Krause in the Krause Materials; 

ii. Names of grant recipients identified by Krause in the Krause Materials;  

 
1 https://fconline.foundationcenter.org/welcome/faq 
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iii. The geographic location of the grants made to both Canada and the United 
States, unless otherwise stated; 

iv. A search period of January 1, 2003 to October 31, 2020. Data and statistics prior 
to 2003 were not available on FDO; and 

v. Deloitte’s searches of the various organizations included the full legal name of the 
organization and any known alias names, as required.  

 
6) The FDO search results conducted by Deloitte resulted in the identification of numerous 

grants for Canadian-based environmental initiatives but also identified numerous 
grants for multiple other initiatives. The FDO site does allow searches by subject nature 
and FDO maintains an extensive list of subjects categorized by the nature of specific 
grants. However, Deloitte’s search revealed that grants were not always categorized 
by subject as that criteria did not always appear in the FDO data search results.  Grants 
with respect to Canadian-based environmental initiatives were identified using the 
subject nature of the grant listed in FDO and where there was no subject identified, 
Deloitte reviewed the specific grant description to assess whether the grant was an 
environmental initiative. A list of the search subjects considered is attached as 
Appendix “C.1”. Only those Foundation grants that appear to relate to Canadian-based 
environmental initiatives are included in Deloitte’s analysis. 
 

7) There are hundreds of Canadian-based environmental initiatives. For presentation 
purposes Deloitte has consolidated the numerous environmental initiatives into five 
(5) categories using the Krause Materials, the Other Sourced Materials, the materials 
independently sourced by Deloitte from public open source platforms, relevant key 
word searches on FDO, the subject nature of the grant, and the specific grant 
descriptions, as noted below: 

 
i. Land-based initiatives (i.e. Forestry and mining); 

ii. Marine-based initiatives (i.e. Marine planning aquaculture, and watersheds); 

iii. Wildlife preservation (i.e. the Great Bear Initiative); 

iv. Alberta Resource Development Opposition (Bitumen, pipelines, oil sands, tar 
sands, tanker ban, supertanker, dirty fuel, etc.); and 

v. Other initiatives (includes general support, undefined grants and re-granting). 
 

8) To test the veracity and completeness of the data and statistics of the FDO search 
results, Deloitte traced a sample of those search results to the Foundations’ filed IRS 
tax returns. The sample size chosen by Deloitte was based upon the number of grants 
issued by the Foundations identified or received by the grantees. Deloitte’s search of 
FDO resulted in the identification of 53,270 grants (the “Grant Population”) with 
specific grant amounts (for Canadian-based environmental initiatives and multiple 
other initiatives) ranging from $20 to $110 million. From the Grant Population Deloitte 
selected 895 grants (solely in relation to environmental initiatives) for verification.  The 
sample size of 895 grants was selected based on a random sampling approach 
accepting a 95 percent (95%) confidence level or assumed margin of error of five 
percent (5%). In other words, for each 20 times the review is conducted it will be 
accurate 19 out of those 20 times.    
 

9) Deloitte also compared the Krause Materials and the Other Sourced Materials to the 
FDO search results and performed detailed reconciliations between the two data sets. 
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While there were certain discrepancies noted, Deloitte was able to verify approximately 
86% of the Krause Materials to the FDO search results, the Foundations filed IRS tax 
returns and the Foundations available online grant databases. Where the Krause 
Materials could not be reconciled to one (or more) of the aforementioned independent 
sources, Deloitte requested additional information from Krause for verification 
purposes. Based on the verification steps undertaken by Deloitte, it is our view that 
the figures provided by Krause in the Krause Materials and in the Other Sourced 
Materials were consistent with Deloitte’s findings.  

Krause Materials, FDO and IRS Limitations 

10) Testing the FDO search results and undertaking detailed reconciliations between the 
FDO data and the Krause Materials resulted in Deloitte verifying approximately 900 
separate grants. However, there are some limitations with respect to the materials 
and data sets which are noted below: 

 
i. The Krause Materials grant descriptions were derived from several sources 

including:  i) the specific description reflected in the respective Foundation’s filed 
IRS tax returns; ii) the grant description reflected on the respective Foundation’s 
online grant database; iii) grants reflected in the respective Foundation’s annual 
report; and iv) a paraphrased version of the description used. On occasion, there 
was no grant description. Where no grant description was provided, Deloitte 
considered other identifying factors such as the grant date, recipient name, grant 
amount and direct discussions with Krause. However, there were some instances 
where the certainty of the nature of the grant could not be identified. These 
occasions were limited and in Deloitte’s opinion are immaterial.  

ii. The Krause Materials were compiled on a grant paid basis; however, Foundations 
do disclose grants that have been awarded but are not paid until a later date. On 
some occasions the Krause Materials included grants that were awarded but had 
not yet been paid to the recipient. Our review and reconciliation of the Krause 
Materials indicated that this was strictly a timing difference and there were no 
discrepancies or double counting of grant amounts in the Krause Materials. 

iii. The Krause Materials contained 91 Tides Foundation letters issued in 2013 to 
numerous recipients setting out the purpose of the Tides Foundation grants. 
Deloitte limited its review to those 11 letters which appeared related to Alberta 
Resource Development Opposition. Deloitte was advised by Krause that the letters 
were obtained through an online search of the Tides Foundation website.  

iv. Four (4) of the Tides Foundation letters were issued to the Tides Canada 
Foundation Exchange on behalf of three (3) Envirolegals and one (1) ENGO. The 
“Exchange Fund”, the purpose of the funds and the designated recipients are 
discussed in detail in this Report. Deloitte was unable to independently verify the 
source of the letters; however, a review of information located on the Tides 
Canada Foundation’s (Tides Canada Foundation recently changed its name to 
Makeway (“Tides/Makeway”) website indicated that the four (4) designated 
recipients were granted funds from Tides/Makeway in 2013. 

v. Seven (7) of the Tides Foundation letters were issued to four (4) ENGOs, two (2) 
Envirolegals and to one (1) numbered company owned by an Albertan First Nation 
community. The purpose of the funds and the recipients are discussed in detail in 
this Report. Again, Deloitte was unable to independently verify the source of the 
letters; however, Deloitte was able to confirm the 2013 grants were made from 
the FDO search results and the IRS tax returns for the Tides Foundation.  
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vi. FDO search results appeared to include grants paid and, from time-to-time, grants 
awarded. Deloitte reviewed this matter but found no instances of double counting 
of Foundation grants by FDO.  

vii. Some of the Krause Materials were sourced from the Foundations online grant 
databases, Foundation websites, “screen shots”, correspondence and publications 
that are no longer available and cannot be independently verified. Deloitte had to 
rely solely on the Krause Materials for certain information that is no longer 
available. Deloitte has noted throughout its Report if it has relied on materials that 
were provided but are no longer available for independent verification due to 
Foundations and other organizations periodically updating their websites.  

viii. The grant data on FDO appears to be dependent on the quality of the IRS tax 
documents used and on information provided directly from the Foundations. The 
FDO search revealed that grants can be missed or not identified as a result of: 

i) Spelling errors; 

ii) Variations of an organization’s name appearing in the IRS tax return (i.e. in 
respect of Tides/Makeway, the following names appeared on different IRS tax 
returns: (i) Tides Canada Foundation, (ii) Tides Canada (iii) Tides); 

iii) The class of the recipient pursuant to IRS tax codes (i.e. 501(c )(3) v. other 
classes); 

iv) The classification of funds being advanced (i.e. grant to a qualified donee, 
program-related investment, program expenditure, etc.); 

v) The search capabilities of the PDF documents used to upload information to 
the FDO database; and 

vi) Potential FDO system or IRS filing errors.    

 
ix. Grant details are not always found in the filed IRS tax returns for various reasons 

including; i) different IRS reporting requirements for certain classes of 
organizations; ii) the classification of funds being advanced as noted in e) iv) 
above; iii) the grant details were not included with the filed IRS tax return; and  
iv) errors in the filed returns. 

 
11) All FDO grant amounts were converted from US dollars to Canadian dollars using the 

average annual exchange rates published by the Bank of Canada.2  

Canadian Organizations 

12) Deloitte’s starting point was again focused on the Krause Materials provided to the 
Inquiry but also included the Other Sourced Materials. In addition to the Krause 
Materials and the Other Sourced Materials, Deloitte reviewed open source or publicly 
available materials, organization websites, annual reports, financial statements, the 
CRA website3 and the Charitydata website developed by Blumberg Segal and The Wire4 
(“Charitydata”).  
 

13) Registered charities in Canada file annual T3010 Registered Charity information 
Returns (“T3010”) with the CRA that are publicly available on the Charities Directorate 

 
2 https://www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/exchange/annual-average-exchange-rates/ 
3 https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/hacc/srch/pub/dsplyBscSrch?request_locale=en 
4 https://www.charitydata.ca  

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/exchange/annual-average-exchange-rates/
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/hacc/srch/pub/dsplyBscSrch?request_locale=en
https://www.charitydata.ca/
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on the CRA website.  All the information on Charitydata is obtained from CRA based 
on the T3010 filings and is provided “as is”, subject to Charitydata’s limitations and 
caveats, as set out in Appendix “B.2”. 
 

14) Pursuant to the Inquiry’s instructions, Deloitte categorized the Canadian organizations 
into Environmental Non-Government Organizations (“ENGOs”), Environmental Law 
Organizations (“Envirolegals”) and Conservative/Market Oriented Organizations 
(“Conservative/Market Oriented Orgs”). ENGOs are those non-government 
Canadian organizations with program activities generally relating to various 
environmental initiatives. Envirolegals are primarily engaged in legal activities 
including lobbying, legislation development, appearing before regulatory bodies and 
commencing lawsuits or Court challenges to stop certain developments or projects 
from proceeding. Conservative/Market Oriented Orgs are generally public policy 
organizations that emphasize market forces to achieve certain public policy objectives. 

 
15) CRA searches were conducted on the Canadian organizations using the following 

search criteria: 

i. The legal entity name and any known alias; 

ii. The business number of the entity (if provided to Deloitte); and 

iii. For the period January 1, 2014 to October 31, 2020. Data prior to 2014 is not 
made available on CRA’s website. 

16) Charitydata searches were conducted on the Canadian organizations using the same 
criteria as the CRA searches.  The period searched was January 1, 2003 to October 
31, 2020, the time frame over which Charitydata maintains such information.  Data 
prior to 2003 is not made available on Charitydata. 
 

17) Charitydata search results on the Canadian organizations for the period January 1, 
2014 to October 31, 2020 were compared to the CRA search results on the same 
organizations as a verification procedure on the completeness and accuracy of the 
respective searches. No discrepancies were identified. Accordingly, Deloitte is of the 
view that the Charitydata information is complete and accurate and Deloitte has relied 
upon such information. It should be noted that on occasion, the figures in Charitydata 
did not add properly. Deloitte used the Charitydata information as produced and did 
not rectify any addition errors.  
 

18) The Other Sourced Materials provided to Deloitte were, where available, compared or 
traced to open source publicly available information for verification. In addition, the 
Inquiry sent letters to 33 Canadian organizations as listed below, to review and 
comment on Deloitte’s findings. Only seven (7) responses were received. The 
organization’s comments were incorporated into Deloitte’s findings where appropriate; 
however, no organization specifically commented on Deloitte’s findings. 
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   Organizations  Letters  
issued 

Response 
received 

1 Alberta EcoTrust Foundation 6-Nov-20 4-Dec-20 
2 Atlantic Institute for Market Studies 6-Nov-20  

3 Coast Conservation Endowment Fund Foundation and  
Coast Conservation Economic Development 6-Nov-20 10-Dec-20 

4 C.D Howe Institute 6-Nov-20 4-Dec-20 
5 Centre for Civic Engagement 6-Nov-20  
6 Canadian Institute for Environmental Law and Policy 6-Nov-20  
7 Canadian Institute of Resources Law 6-Nov-20  
8 The Canadian Climate Forum 06/11/2020 (failed)   
9 CPAWS 6-Nov-20  

10 EcoTrust Canada 6-Nov-20  
11 Environmental Law Centre (Alberta) Society 6-Nov-20 3-Dec-20 
12 Equiterre 6-Nov-20  
13 Fraser Basin Council Society 6-Nov-20  
14 Frontier Centre for Public Policy 6-Nov-20 4-Dec-20 
15 Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation 6-Nov-20  
16 Institute for Research on Public Policy 6-Nov-20  
17 The Land Conservancy of BC 6-Nov-20  
18 The Macdonald-Laurier Institute 6-Nov-20 10-Nov-20 
19 The Manning Foundation 6-Nov-20  
20 Montreal Economic Institute 6-Nov-20  
21 The Nature Trust of BC 6-Nov-20  

22 Pacific Salmon Foundation and 
Pacific Salmon Endowment Fund Society 6-Nov-20  

23 Raincoast Conservation Foundation 6-Nov-20  
24 Sierra Club of BC Foundation 6-Nov-20  

25 Sierra Club Canada Foundation 06/11/2020 (failed) 
18/11/2020 (resent) 16-Dec-20 

26 T-Gear Foundation Mailed - Dave  
27 The British Columbia Conservation Foundation 6-Nov-20  
28 Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 6-Nov-20  

29 West Coast Environmental Law Research Foundation and 
West Coast Environmental Law Research Association 6-Nov-20  

30 Western Canada Wilderness Committee 6-Nov-20  
31 Wildlands League 6-Nov-20  
32 Wildlife Habitat Canada 6-Nov-20  
33 Wildsight 6-Nov-20  

 
19) The Other Sourced Materials provided to Deloitte contained information for the period 

January 1, 2000 to October 31, 2020.  Deloitte is advised that certain of the Other 
Sourced Materials were derived from a database comprised of numerous sources 
including CRA provided materials since approximately 1997. Deloitte traced over 250 
transactions identified in certain Other Sourced Materials to Charitydata and CRA to 
determine the completeness and accuracy of the information provided.  Discrepancies 
identified were limited solely to 2009 information and such discrepancies appear to 
reflect mid-year tax filing changes required by CRA in the 2009 T3010 tax forms.  
Deloitte identified no other discrepancies. Accordingly, Deloitte is of the view that 
certain Other Sourced Materials provided to Deloitte for the period January 1, 2000 to 
December 31, 2002 is complete and accurate and Deloitte has relied on such 
information.  
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20) Canadian charities were not required to separately report the receipt of foreign funds 
on their T3010 filed tax returns prior to 20095.  To identify the quantum of foreign 
funding provided to the ENGOs, the Envirolegals and the Conservative/Market Oriented 
Orgs, prior to 2009, Deloitte conducted FDO searches for the Canadian organizations 
for the period January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2008 using the same FDO search 
criteria noted in paragraph 5 above. 

 
21) Four (4) ENGOs and one (1) Envirolegal reviewed by Deloitte were not registered 

charities (“not-for-profit Orgs”) and consequently their tax returns are not publicly 
available. To assess the financial status and funding provided to these five (5) not-for-
profit Orgs, Deloitte reviewed information from their respective websites, annual 
reports published by the not-for-profit Orgs, financial statements contained in the 
Other Sourced Materials, and searched FDO for grants made to the respective not-for-
profit Orgs. It should be noted that some of the Other Sourced Materials was not 
subject to independent verification due to the age of the information or the information 
was no longer available on the respective not-for-profit Orgs’ website. As noted in 
paragraph 19 above, Deloitte verified a significant amount of information contained in 
the Other Sourced Materials and noted few if any discrepancies. Accordingly, Deloitte 
has relied on the information contained in the Other Sourced Materials in connection 
with the five (5) not-for-profit Orgs.   

First Nations Communities/Groups 

22) Deloitte was instructed by the Inquiry to review Foreign Funding provided to First 
Nation Communities/Groups to the extent such information was available in Deloitte’s 
review of the Krause Materials and the Other Sourced Materials. The Krause Materials 
and the Other Sourced Materials did identify Foreign Funding of Canadian First Nation 
Community/Groups and Deloitte conducted relevant FDO searches to verify the 
environmental Foundation grants made directly or in respect of First Nations 
Communities/Groups. Deloitte limited its FDO search results to include only those 
Foundation grants destined for (based on a grant’s description) or paid to First Nation 
Communities/Groups that are clearly environment related.  
 

23) Deloitte’s FDO searches included relevant key words, a list of which is attached as 
Appendix “C.2”. 
 

24) The search results contained: 
 

i. Multiple false positive results. Each grant description was reviewed by Deloitte 
and those Foundation grants that were not destined for (based on a grant’s 
description) or paid to the First Nation Communities/Groups or where the grant 
descriptions were too vague or generic to determine the grants intended 
purpose were excluded; and 

ii. Multiple grant descriptions contained more than one of the key words used 
generating duplication of grants. Each grant description was reviewed and 
identified duplications were excluded from Deloitte’s analysis such that each 
grant was only included once. 

  

 
5 Canada Revenue Agency 
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Government Funding 

25) Deloitte conducted a search on Open Canada6 to obtain a summary of grants and 
contributions awarded to Canadian ENGO’s, Envirolegals, and Market Oriented Orgs 
for the period 2004 to 2019 (the period available). The search for the period 2004 to 
2019 using the words “Grants and Contributions” provided 394,379 results, which 
Deloitte filtered by the recipient name to reflect only the Canadian organizations noted 
in the Report. 
 

26) These results were compared to the respective entities T3010 Returns; however, it 
should be noted that reconciliations could not be completed mainly due to: 
 
i. The Open Canada results reflect grants and contributions awarded rather than 

actually paid; 

ii. T3010 Returns reflect grants and contributions actually received; and 

iii. Details of Federal Government funding are not disclosed in the T3010 Returns. 

Alberta Resource Development Opposition 

27) Deloitte conducted key word searches on FDO to identify Foundation grants made to 
organizations in connection with Alberta Resource Development Opposition, which is 
further defined in the Commissioner’s Report. The search criteria comprised: 

 
i. A listing of the relevant key words central to opposition of the development of 

Alberta’s oil and gas resources is attached as Appendix “C.3”; and 
 

ii. The period January 1, 2003 to October 31, 2020. As previously noted, data prior 
to 2003 was not available on FDO. 

 
28) The search results contained: 

 
i. Multiple false positive results. Each grant description was reviewed by Deloitte and 

those Foundation grants that did not relate to Alberta Resource Development 
Opposition or where the grant descriptions were too vague or generic to determine 
the grants intended purpose were excluded; and 

ii. Multiple grant descriptions contained more than one of the key words used 
generating duplication of grants. Each grant description was reviewed and 
identified duplications were excluded from Deloitte’s analysis.   

29) Grants identified in connection with opposition to the development of Alberta’s oil and 
gas resources were further reviewed and categorized as follows: 
 
i. Grants directly related to Alberta Resource Development Opposition – comprise 

grants where the grant description specifically noted the words “Tar Sands”, “Oil 
Sands”, “Dirty Fuel” “Pipelines”, “Tanker Ban” and “Supertanker”; and 

ii. Grants indirectly related to Alberta Resource Development Opposition – comprise 
grants with a generic reference to opposition to the development of Alberta’s oil 

 
6 https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset 
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and gas resources, grants with multi-purpose descriptions and organizations 
known to have participated in Alberta Resource Development Opposition through 
their receipt of grants directly related to opposition to the development of Alberta’s 
oil and gas resources.  

30) There were numerous United States ENGOs that received funds from the Foundations 
in connection with Alberta Resource Development Opposition. There also appears to 
be several United States ENGOs that participated in opposition to the development of 
Alberta’s oil and gas resources but no funding could be traced to these ENGOs; 
however, they participated in some fashion such as by being a signatory to group 
letters issued against the “Tar Sands”. 
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